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PGYTECH P-GM-137 sports camera and smartphone mount
With  the  PGYTECH camera  mount  you  can  create  original  shots  while  riding  a  bike  or  motorcycle.  This  practical  accessory  will  easily
mount on the handlebars of  your unicycle,  and thanks to 360° rotation you will  gain complete freedom of  recording.  Made of  durable
materials - it will serve you for a long time.
 
Wide compatibility
The accessory is compatible with a multitude of devices. You can use it to mount DJI Osmo Action, Osmo Pocket, GoPro, INSTA 360 and
even a regular smartphone, among others. No matter what equipment you use, the PGYTECH mount is sure to not let you down. What's
more, you can mount it not only on the handlebar grips of your bike or motorcycle, but also on your headlight, for example.
 
Free installation
The  product  is  designed  for  quick  and  easy  installation.  Simply  position  the  clamps  and  turn  the  knob!  What  is  more,  thanks  to  the
included silicone gaskets you can easily attach the accessory to various types of holders. Compatible sizes include 8-16mm, as well as
22-35mm. Mounting the camera on the mount is also fabulously easy.
 
Create dream shots
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The mount is 360° rotatable, giving you almost unlimited creative freedom and flexibility. Record from any angle and take even more
original shots whenever you want. Now you can compose exactly the shot you want.
 
Durable and handy
The accessory is made of aluminum alloy and PE plastic. It is extremely durable and not susceptible to damage. This practical mount is
resistant to wear and extremely durable. At the same time it is light and compact, so you can have it on hand whenever you need it. It
weighs only 139 g, which means that it will not be an unnecessary burden.
 
Handlebar mount
PGYTECH plug
Ball head with 1/4 "thread
silicone gaskets
instruction manual
Name
Handlebar holder
Serial number
P-GM-137
Material
Aluminum alloy, PA
Net weight
139g
Sizes
182mm x 60mm x 35mm
Compatibility
all types of action cameras and smartphones

Price:

€ 40.50
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